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Preface

This report explores how voluntary and non-regulatory approaches could be
used more extensively in Canada to foster increased international
competitiveness while simultaneously achieving envirorunental objectives.

Two trends stand out as significant over the last decade in their effects on the
way business is done around the world. One is increasing globalization in
which rates of growth in international trade are consistently outstripping
growth in global product. With trade barriers rapidly falling and liberalization
proceeding apace in developed and developing countries alike, many domestic
industries are finding they have no choice but to become competitive at the
international level.

The other is increasing concern worldwide for the enviromment, and the
plethora of resulting domestic, international and non-governmental measures
which impact on the conduct of business. At the international level, since the
1992 Rio Summit, numerous environmental agreements have been made. In
process are multilateral agreements on forestry, chemical safety and biosafety.
At the national level, environmental. technical regulations have mushroomed.
As well, non-govèrnmental actions ranging from enviromunental labels to
consumer boycotts have had an important impact on Canada's export markets.

During this period of unparalleled trade growth and imprecedented efforts to
protect the environment, there has been a growing realization by experts and
by leaders in industry and somne goverrument departments that traditional
regulatory tools atone are flot adeqiuate. First the job of environmental
protection is tougher than anticipated. Second, there are tasks for which the
tools were neyer designed, such as addressing the need to substantially reduce
resource throughput. Third, in an era of deficit fighting and goverriment
downsizing, the expense and inefficiency of the regulatory approach have
become issues. Finally, the prescriptive nature and lack of flexibility of the
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While some work has been done to understand the effectiveness of VNRIs i
achieving envirornental objectives, littie has been done to understand their
impacts on trade competitiveness. For example, what impacts will ISO 14001
have on Canada's auto parts industry? And how do envirornental labels affect
export prospects?

Because of the importance of trade to the Canadian economy, especially the
trade ini products involving significant environmental issues, the Task Force on
Trade and Envirornent of the International Trade Advisory Committee
considers it necessary to better understand how VNRIs affect trade
competitiveness.

This report is timely. Durmng the next several years there will be considerable
development of VNRIs and other policy tools as Canada and its trading
Partners corne to izrips with protocols on climate chanee, persistent organic



Executive Summary

Highlights
" As traditional trade barriers are dismantled, there has been the use of trade

restrictions based on environmental concemns.

" Environmental issues are moving up the supply chain.

" Every environinental risk to competitiveness is an opportunity to those

firms that are greening production.

" Concerned by the stresses on its environment, Europe is playing an

irifluential role in addressing issues, developing solutions and lirmking

environmental issues to trade.

*A great deal of innovation on voluntary and non-regulatory initiatives

(VNRIs) is taking place ini developed countries.

*Goverrnents will likely begin to linlc procurement of goods and services to

environmental performance criteria specified i VNRIs.

*In the next five years at least, it is unlikely that the World Trade

Organization will change the rules to allow governments to discriminate

among imports; based on process and production methods, but there is

growing pressure for such change.

*Good information on the linkages between VNRIs and trade

competitiveness is difficuit to obtain.

*VNRIs, properly utilized, can enhance efficiency and market share, and



*VNRI developmeit for the purposes of trade competitiveness, should focus

on intemnationally recognized approaches and recognition of Canadian

VNRIs by foreign schemes.

*Negotiated agreements, including covenants, appear to be very effective ini

achieving environmental objectives and may enhance trade competitiveness.

*There is mncreasing demand for VNRIs that are more efficient quantitative

and verifiable.



Canadian exports to, identify those industries for which export activity is
significant and which have significant environmental impacts. The cases were
selected, flot as being representative of their respective sectors, but for their
value in illustrating the linkages between VNRIs and trade competitiveness.

In the development of case studies, the project focused primarily on cases of
individual companies, but also exammned VNRIs mnvolvmng entire industries.
The research drew upon material provided by the Business and the
Environment Research Program of the Conference Board of Canada as well as
other sources. Although there are a large number of exporting companies that
have implemented VNRIs, it was challenging to find candidate companies that
had tracked the linkages between the VNRIs and their international
competitiveness. As well, many existing VNRIs are too new to allow the
formation of definite conclusions, and few were implemented with trade as a
primary consideration.

Developments in Trade
Environmental concerns in foreign markets can impact on the competitiveness
of firms exporting to those markets in three key ways. First foreign
govermnients may restrict imports on environniental grounds.1 WTO permits
such restrictions, but generally forbids restrictions based on how a product is
produced. At present it is unclear to what extent WTO rules will allow
governments to restrict imports in complying with environniental. agreements
like the Kyoto Protocol.

Restrictions based on product characteristics, such as packaging and labeling
laws, are GATT-legal, and common. These can be prohibitively expensive for
exporters if they vary greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. There lias been
an lncreasing trend ini the use of restrictions based on sanltary and
phytosanitary (SPS) concerns - issues of <iuarantine and public health - which



The third linkage between environmental concerns and competitiveness is the
other side of the same coin presented above. Every risk to competitiveness is
also an opportunity to those firms that are greening production - an
opportunity to achieve win-win solutions which improve the envirornent and
are good for market share. Where trade rules at the international level allow for
discrimination on the basis of environmental performance, as i the potential
case of green government procurement, for example, foreign suppliers who are
participating i VNRIs stand to gain an edge. Similarly, participants i VNRIs
might be accorded special treatment by foreign eco-labels, foreign regulators, or
other foreign standard-setting bodies.

Canadian exporters will fot be simply handed such opportunities, but will



Depending on its approach, Canada faces both risks and opportunities
associated with concerne over greenhouse gas emissions, enviroumental
management and resource stewardship ii ts export markete.

Voluntary and Non-Regulatory Initiatives
Until recently, legisiation and regulations have been the principal policy tools to
achieve environ-mental objectives. Faced with increasingly complex
environmental problems and strapped for resources, goverrments, companues
and non-governent organizations have begun to explore and develop other
tools such as supportive taxes, subsidies and emissions trading schemes, and a
broad range of voluntary and non-regulatory initiatives (VNRIs).

A VNRI ie a commitment not required by legislation, agreed to by one of
more organizatione and applied in a consistent manner to influence or
benchmark behaviour. 2 Examples of VNRIs include volurttary challenges, such
as the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program, environmental management
system standards, such as ISO 14001, codes of practice, such as Responsible
Care, structured agreements, such as covenants, and eco-labeling echemes.

Although some companies and governiment departments support the
development of VNRIs for reasons of flexibility and efficiency, there are
concemns about their effectiveness in achievmng envirornmental objectives. In
general, there is considerable mnterest in developmng improved policy tools, of
which VNRIs are likely to play a prominent part.

Linkages Belween Trade and Voluntary and Non-
Regulatory Initiatives
The key linkages between trade and environmental VNRIs are in the areas of
market share, costs and market opportunities. The research demonstrates that
some VNRIs, for example voluntary challenges, have had negligible effects on
market share due to their limited geographic scope and issues of aredibility.

codes
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GATT rules on national treatment mean that any such restriction must apply equally
to domestically produced goods.

2 Office of Consumer Affairs, Industry Canada, Voluntary Codes: A Guidefor IMr
Development and Use. Ottawa: Industry Canada, 1998. The definition used here is
condensed from the or4#al version.

Trade Competitiveness and Non-Regukýfory Approoches to Environmental Protecfion



1.0 Introduction
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variety of civil society organizations and academics. In spite of the criticisms, it
seems safe to say that international trade will continue to grow in importance
over the next few decades.

The Rote of Trade in Corporate Performance
Trade is becoming increasingly important for more industries and companies.
While Canadian firms are building exports, foreign competitors are increasing
their share of the already small Canadian market. The growth in the number
and importance of global products and brands is yielding substantial, profit
opportunities and encouraging increased trading. Also, international trade
agreements are stimulating trade by lowering tariffs and other barriers to trade
and investmnent. The resuit is a more attractive international marketplace with
compelling opportunities for increased profits.

Failure to trade in a growing international market would lead to diminished
market share and influence for many Canadian companies. For some companies
it could lead to a loss of leadership in the market, with unfavourable impacts on
profitability. Increased sales permit companies to win economies of scale in
purchasing, manufacturing and other functions. Trade a]lows a "wmndow on the
world" to better understand a broad range of developments, including product
design and process technology.

Trade is essential to many resource-based commodity industries in Canada,
such as grains, gas, oil, lumber and pulp, because of the size of the supply
relative ta domestic demand. For instance, Canada's pulp and paper industry
exports over 80% of its production. Diminished trade competitiveness by the
major players would quickly result in poor financial performance.

Manufacturers of higher value-added goods (e.g., telecommunications

require



Canadians are beginning to realize that the economy is built on and depends on
the environment. Canada's resource-based industries are particularly
dependent on a continuing supply of fish, wood and wood fibre, falling water,
agricultural soils, minerais, oil and gas. Disruption of supply can be
catastrophic, both economically and socially. Exaxnples include the fisheries on
Canada's east and west coasts, and perhaps parts of Canada's forest industry.

The lirikages between environment economy and social well-being have been
the subject of considerable study for more than a decade. The concept of
sustainable develorment is written into numerous government and business



opportunLities. Progress on the internalization of environmental and social
costs and the elimination of market-distorting subsidies is essential.

Within the context of international trade, the environment-competitiveness
relationship works in two broad ways: First environmental concerns can be the
basis for excluding a good or service from a country. This can happen via
governent-mandated enviroamental regulations or standards, including those
adopted under multilateral environmental agreements, or via regulations aimed
at protecting consumer health and safety. It might also resuit from consumer
actions and boycotts on issues of enviroriment or social justice that work their
way back up the supply chain. Secondly, environmental concerns can be the
basis for a firm expanding its share in foreign markets. This can be the result of
a firm's decision to market itself as environ-mentally preferable to its
competitors, whether through iniproved products, eco-labels, certification such
as ISC) 14001 and other methods. It can also, be the result, intended or not of a
firmn becomning more efficient through investments in eiwironmental
improvemnents that yield economic benefits.

The connections between environmental performance and trade became
apparent when interest groups took actions to restrict the trade of companies
they considered poor environmentai performers. Greenpeace mnspired a
boycott against MacMillan Bloedel's paper in the UK because of the company's
forestry practices in Canada. German consumers cut up their Exxon credit cards;
after the Exxon Valdez went on the rocks i Alaska. Europeans campaigned
agamnst Sheil when it proposed to sink the Brent Spar oùl flg i the North Sea
and are presently caxnpaigning against Shell's Nigerian operations and against
fur because of Canadian trappmng practices. The Forest Stewardship Coundil is
persuadmng retailers to seil only FSC-certified wood. Some German pulp and
paper buyers are requesting Envirornental Performance Data Sheets as a
condition of supply. And some industrial purchasers are encouragmng their
suppliers to get "ISO014001 certified." I effect, there is a trend toward making
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2.0 Developments in Trade

Environmental concernes in foreign markets can impact on the
competitiveness of firms exporting to those markets i three key ways. Firet,
those concerne may find voice i foreign government regulations which
reetrict importe on the baeie of environmental demande. Second, purchasers
may demand that their purchases, or the exporting producers, conform to eco-
labels or environmentally-based certif ication schemes. Purchaeing firms may
demand that suppliers be certified as environmentally conscientious, through
an Environmental Management System (EMS), such as ISO 14001 or similar
schemes. Third, firme can, by their efforte to -green- their products or
operations, create niche export markets with concerned coneumers, or protect
their exieting market ehare.

This section begins by focusing on the first two types of linkages - on
environmental concerne as a potential barrier to trade. It examines wýhat can and
cannot be done under current trade rules, and it looks at the trends that will
chape the future of the nexus linking trade, environment and competitiveness.
Following the framework outlined above, it looks first at goverrnent
regulatioris which might restrict trade on environmental grounds, and then at
non-mandatory demands for the firm's participation in environmental labeling
echemes or environniental management systeme.

It then looks at the third linkage mentioned above, noting that the threat of
environinental concern i export markets represents at the came time an
opportunity for environmentally conecious suppliers. It finiches with a look at
future trends, includmng the significance of regional trading agreements.

Government (Technical) Regulations
A key distinction in standards is between those set on the basic of how a
product is produced (procees and production method, or PPM
standards), and those set on the basic of some phycical attribute of the product
itself (product standards).' The former might, for example, restrict the import of
automobiles produced i a particularly poiluting way, whereas the latter might



its regulators demand that ail imported goods be manufactured according to air
emissions standards as strict as its own? A foreign supplier in an area with no
air quality problems would likely balk at the suggestion.

'e the

goverrnent regulations in their exç rt mai



Product standards are another story altogether, and there is a large body of
trade-related government regulatiori based on a product's
environmental characteristics. On the surface, conforming to such regulations
may seemn like a problem no different than complymng with the preferences of
any customner. But a proliferation of different national-level regulations is
prohibitively difficuit for foreign suppliers to handie, and many rules have the
effect of favouring domestic producers. Germany's 1991 packaging waste
legisiation required responsible parties (often the retailers) to accept returned
packaging. This meant that foreign firms had to negotiate agreements with
Duales Systemn Deutschland, the manager of the waste management system
used by most retailers, and to manufacture their packaging i accordance with
strict "Green Dot" criteria. A supplier for whomn the German market was a
small part of total exports might flot find such arrangements worth the trouble
and expense.

There is also a large body of Iaw based on sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
standards - standards used to protect the health of consumers and products of
agriculture from contamination by foreign-introduced compounds or pests.
With the lowering of tariff barriers, many charge, the proliferation of SPS-
based trade bans represents, the new face of protectionism. Both the Canadian
govern-ment and farmed salmon industry, for exainple, complain that there is
no scientific basis for the Australian ban on imports of Canadian salinon.
Canada believes the sole reason for the ban is to protect the Tasmaruan salmon
industry.6 The general charge is harsh - many SPS-based regulations are
undoubtedly motivated by public health concerns - but flot entirely inaccurate.
In any case, the end result of such a ban is loss of market share by the foreign
supplier whether the intent is protectiomst or flot.

A recent WTO dispute pitted the US and Canada against the EU, which had
banned the import of beef raised with the use of growth hormones. The EU lost
many of the points of the case, but was aliowed to do further research to
underpin its arguments, meaning prolonged loss of markets for North
American producers.7

The ruling also tolerated the EU's appIving a différent level of protection i this



goods and services. As volumtary standards, these are allowed under WTO
trade rules.

"Ten to tzoehve per cent of ail
Technical Barriers to Trade
notifications (in the WFTO) dIeal woith
enwîronmental standards. This git'es
a strong signal as to where the
market is going. If a business is to
remain competitive, it will need to
comply with these more igorvus
standards. "Scott Vaughan,
Counselor for the WTlO
Conumittee on Trade and
Environment.



strong agreement the Agreement on Governrent Procurement (GPA), part of
the resuits of the Uruguay Round on multilateral trade negotiations. But the
agreement is plurilateral, as opposed to multilateral. That is, unlike most WTO
agreements, countries are flot bound to sign it as a condition of membership.
And even this agreement does not seem to prevent governrnents ftom
discrinunating on the basis of PPMs in certain cases (say, by buying only
products carrying national eco-labels, or only from ISO 14001-certified firms).ii
Under such scenarios, the fine line between voluntary and mandatory standards
becomes blurred. Several governments, including the UIC, have already
embarked on a "greening" of their procurement polices.

Opportunity: The Other Face of the Coin
Up to this point the developments in the trade arena have been pamnted as
largely negative - as potential tbreats to exporters, deriving from envirorimental
concerns i their export markets. This is somewhat misleading, as every such
threat is at the sarne Urne an opportunity. Firms can use VNRIs to crete new
digreen" market niches, or to maintain or enhance their market share in
environmentally conscions markets.

VNRIs, if properly irnplemented and marketed, can powerfully demonstrate a
firm's commitment to going beyond compliance in its operations. And firms
that do so should not feel threatened by, for example, the prospect of a WTO
mechanism that allows nations to discrirninate at the border on environrnental
grounds, provided that the mechanism does not provide scope for
protectionism. On the contrary, such firms stand to benefit from green
discrimination.

Similarly, the prospect of MEA-based trade measures to restrict
environmentally undesirable goods are potentially beneficial for
environmentally conscious producers. And the changzes to be wrouizht as each

that are in
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After years of discussions, Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) has
begun in earnest to liberalize trade, with voluntary agreements to cut tariffs mn
eight sectors, mncludmng envirornental goods and services. This is just the
beginning of a process that is now gathermng steam for the commng decades.
There is also work uriderway on three areas of envirnental concemn,
including clean production, the marine enviionment and sustainable cities.

The US and the EU look close to beginning negotiations on a transatlantic trade
initiative (the Transatlantic Economic Partnership) which will probably cover
such areas as: eliminating industrial tariffs; free trade in services; and
liberalizing regimes in agriculture, government procurement itellectual
property and investment. The EU proposaIs to date place emphasis on
maintaining high levels of environmental protection. Any concrete negotiations,
much less agreements, are years away, but would undoubtedly have
implications for the treatment of environmental concernis between these two
economic giants.

In general, there je flot much specific to the regional level that je of concern in
the discussions of trade, environent and competitivenees. A development to
watch for in the future je the possibility of agreements on mutual recognition,
which are much easier to draft at the regional level than at the multilateral.
The EU and the US, for example, are close to signmng an agreement that would
recognize each other's veterinary standards as equivalent.

This is not as insignificant as it may sound; both sides are maintaining their
laws as they are, but are agreeing to give the nod to products approved in the
other jurisdiction. There has long been a caîl for this type of agreement to cover
differing national-level eco-labeling systems, sanitary and phytosanitary
approval systems, and other forme of technical regulatory "hoops". Such
agreements, if they corne, will certainly be bilateral or regionaL Under such an
agreement a firmn certified as producing paper in an environmentaily sensitive
way in Canada would, for example, be granted a European eco-label without
going through the European certification, and without necessarily meeting ail the
Eur(mwan rr'tif4n



be exempted from a market country's carbon-tax adjustmnent rules. Or foreign
VNRIs might be recognized as qualifying for "green" government procurement:
schemes. Such agreements are a long way off, if they are ever negotiated. And it
is unclear whether the negotiators should be industry associations, or
traditional trade negotiators arguing on their behaif. But they represent a new
twist to the approach of mutual recognition, which many see as the only way
around the conundrum of differing PPM-based standards ini eco-labels,
certification systems, and MEA-induced domestic legisiation.

Conclusion
This section analyzed the linkages between trade, environent and
competitiveness, noting where existing rules allow scope for
environmental concerns to affect the market share of exporting firms, and
looking to the horizon for trends which might affect those linkages in the near
future. The sections which follow explore the ways in which different types of

environmenti



8 See "U.S. Lays out Proposais for Review of WTO SPS Agreement" Inside U.S. Trade,
March 6, 1998, p. 13.
9 See "Survey on the Trade Implications of International Standards for Quality and
Environmnental Management Systenis," Urited Nations Industrial Development
OrganiZation (UNIDO), September 1997.
10 Accordig to a March 10,1998l interview with the Alberta Forest Products
Association.
11 Whether or flot the Agreement on Government Procuemient (GPA) would allowilgreen" goverfment proc-urement is still an open question, and would, have to be tested
in a dispute. But a careful readmng of the GPA leaves the impression that such schemes
have a good chance of standing the test.
Il The structural changes inherent i compliance with, for example, the Kyoto Protocol,
are massive. One leading envirominentalist has, called the Protocol the moet important
ecQnomic agreement since the completion of tie Uruguay Round.13 The Director-Generai of the WTO, Renato Ruggiero, recently remarked: "Their
contribution to, the promotion of liberalization cannot be called into question. And yet
the logic of regionalismn makes less economic sense in an era of globalization."* See
"From Vision To Reality: The Multilateral Tradig System At Fifty", Address to the
Brookings Institution Forum "The Global Trading System: a GAIT 50th Anniversary
Forum", Washington, 4 March, 1998.
14 As of this writing, of the seven cases finalized, only one complaint resulted in success.
Success in this case means that the North American Conunission on Environniental
Cooperation (NACEC) publishes a public record of the infraction(s) by the offending
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become more aware of the planet's ecological interdependence. At the same
time, nations have begun to be more cognizant of their economic
mnterdependence. The current recession in Asia is a good example. The growmng
awareness of interdependence among countries and regions is an element in
many trade-environment clashes.

Global Standards
The globalization of products and brands often leads to the development of
universal norms or standards. Where the norm or standard mndudes an
environmental property, such as the recycled content of some writing papers,
there is the opportunity for a competitive advantage to be won or lost.

[rade as a L ever
Environmental advocates are short on levers that have international strengt.
And within the existing multilateral environimental agreements, the
mechanisms for compliance, enforcement and dispute settiement are extremely
weak or non-existent. Ini their quest to change the environmentai practices of
companies in other countries, advocates have turned to trade as a lever.
Particularly if the importing country is economically powerful, trade sanctions
or the threat of trade sanctions make for a big stick in the environmental
arsenal. For environmental advocates the downside risk of creating trade
distortions is very much a secondary consideration, after environmental
protection. The trade lever is also used to promote products that provide
solutions; for example, the NGO support for refrigerators using hydrocarbons
i place of ozone depleting substances.

Tra de Pro te ctio n
The significant and rapid liberalization of trade has caused domnestic
producers and protectionists to replace the fallen barriers wlth measures
based on environmental and health concerns. Their aims are nominally to
protect environnient and human health, but allegedly also to protect jobs and



example, the efforts to save tropical ramn forests mnevitably involve discussions
on alternative economic uses for the resource, job creation and the impacts of
international trade.

Issues Affecting Trade
As the stresses on the environment increase and as trade accounts for a bigger
piece of the growmng global economy, more "trade and environment" issues will
arise. For each issue there is the risk of loss and the opportunity for gain. The
high-proffle issues affecting exports centre around situations where an
organization, whether an industry, a company or a government is judged to be
irresponsible to third parties.

Examples include the boycotts of French products because of nuclear testing in
the South Pacific; reduced sales of Exxon products in Germany after the Exxon
Valdez oil spill; and campaigns against the Canadian mining industry in the
wake of accidents in the Philippines and Guyana. But there are many less weil-
known issues that affect trade.

As concepts such as the "interconnectedness of ail things" and "life support
systems" slowly gain acceptance, several things happen. First the stakeholder
group grows. lnstead of the shores of Prince William Sound in Alaska and
British Columbia's Clayoquot Sound being the sole concemn of their owners,
residents and contracting parties, they become the concern of self-selected
stakeholders literaily around the world. Second, manufacturers are inareasingly
expected to assume responsibilitv over the life cvcles of their products. Third,

do so.



environmental and economic. The metals industry supports Article il of the
Convention which would allow mutually agreed trading arrangements as long
as environmentally sound, management practices are in place. At issue is an
acceptable definition of "envirornentally sound management" Although the
Basel Convention will flot significantly affect exports of Canadian metals and
minerals, it has ramifications that have already made imports of some materials
difficuit.

When it cornes mnto effect, the agreement on Persistent Organie Pollutants
(POPs) is likely to restrict trade in over a dozen widely used chemicals. The
agreement on Prior Informed Consent (PIC) will also reduce and hamper Itade
in hazardous substances. Both agreements will also provide opportunities for
suppliers of replacement products and services, for example, integrated pest
management.

The Kyoto Protocol on climate change will lead to shifts in trade ini favour of
more energy-efficient products and processes and away from those related to
f ossil fuels. The widening performance gaps in energy efficiency between
leading countries (e.g., Germany, Japan and Scandinavia) and others could have
significant impact on market shares. Aiming for a 25% reduction in CC02
emissions by 2005 versus 1990 levels, the German parliarnent's climate
commission estimates that greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions of 80-90 % from
1990 levels are achievable by 2050. Germany is calling for the use of trade
sanctions, boycotts and other barriers against nations that do not obey
international laws and who continue to pollute.i Over time, the protocol may
limit trade by dampening the demand for the transport of goods because of



as the dangers of allowmng a smalt number of corporations from developed
countries to control the world's food production. With its protected soybean,
corn and tomato products, Monsanto alone has gerierated sigrificant coricern
and opposition, flot only in Europe, but in North America and in developing
countries. Currently there are many trade disputes involvmng food. According
to some study participants, the agri-food industry may be underestimating
public concern about bio-technology and food safety.

Amid the disputes there are trade opportunities for environmental initiatives.
New Zealand offers an Alar-free apple juice ini Canada. In Scandinavia a
company is offering organically raised chickens featuring extensive
documentation regarding the conditions under which the chickens were raised.

A cc/dents
Hiçrhlv visible accidents t3rovide ineredients for camDaiens aLyainst com>anies



products. Concemns about resource consumption also, help drive recycling
programs and the development of products with recyded content, such as
various papers. The German packaging and waste law and the use of the Green
Dot systemn create hurdIes for exporters to that country. The requirement for
recycled content in US newspapers has created, difficulties for Canadian
exporters of newsprint who, have inadequate supplies of used paper.

With the growing level of interest ini dlimate change, combined with concerne,
about resources and waste management, it would appear that purchasing
decisions will increasingly favour products which mie eco-efficient3
Electrolux's appliances indicate a strategy based on efficient use of resources
over their life cycle. Labeling programs, such as Energy Star in the US, allow
manufacturers of products with superior energy efficiency to distinguish
themselves from less efficient competitors.

Pro duct Pollution
Products that give off more pollution during their operatioris risk losing
business to cleaner competitors. Products such as low-VOC paints, improved
two-stroke engines, automobiles and airpianes with improved emissions, and
quiet machinery find growing opportunities in demanding markets.

Disp osai
Products that present disposai problems risk becomning trade targets because
of two issues: waste-handling and resource consumption. Problem products
include those that are difficuit or dangerous to dispose of, such as single-use
batteries; products whose processes create dangerous waste, such as electricity
from nuclear energy; and producta that are difficuit to use as a raw material in
another production process, such as multi-material packaging. An example is
Denniark's ban on the use of PVC plastic in house construction because of the
formation of dioxins when incinerated. Denmark also sparked a trade dispute
when it banned the sale of non-refillable beverage containers. The costs of



effects on trade are difficuit to predict. To date, the most significaut animal
rights-related trade cases have taken place ini Euirope and the US, with the
damage usually taking place elsewhere.

Human Rghts
Although flot an environmental issue, the unfair treatnient of people, whether
indigenous tribes, children or other subjugated peoples, can. lead to animosity
toward and sanctions against the perpetrators, supporters and beneficiaries of
that treatmerit. Examples mnclude the boycott against apartheid in South Africê
and consumer movements against carpets made by child labourers and clothin

Corparafe Po wer
The increasing concentration



'Québec continues in the court of US public opinion, as the utility attempts to
increase electricity exports to the northeastem US.

GHG Emissions
For a number of reasons, including size, a harsh climate, urban design, energy-
intensive industries and wasteful consumption of energy, Canada is the second
highest per capita GHG generator in the world. As Canada and its trading
partners take steps to address climate change, issues will arise with regard to,
important energy -intensive products such as gas exports, steel, other metals,
paper, motor vehicles and other manufactured goods.

En vironmen tai Management
In spite of its important role in developing ISO 14000 standards, Canada and its
companies are generally adopting a wait-and-see attitude, while Japanese,
European and developing country companies get certified to, IS014001. Instead
of getting certified, many Canadian companies are comparing their
environimental management systems to ISO 14001.

W/Id Spaces and Dec/ining Resources
The international community holds Canada responsible for the stewardshîp of a
large land mass and its species. However, in spite of a growing parks system,
and progranis by the forest industries, Canada is struggling to reconcile wîld
spaces, trees, fish and jobs.

Conclusions
The envirormental issues noted above constitute one version of priorities. The
Dutch, considered by some as leaders, have a similar list noting acidification,
dispersion of toxic substances, climate change and waste management as their
principal environmental issues.



Societies are at different places on the continuum of environmental awareness
and this can lead to coziflicts ini the development of solutions. Parts of Europe
are takirig some envirornental issues more seriously than North America,
particularly with regard to energy use, climate change, disposai and toxic
~o" ii% A "A ;+ uiyn lA 2i1T"D21 thni-f hoxr qrO Ciafincy 1-11 r%à fnv +ho



4.0 Voluntary and Non-Regulatory Initiatives
(VNRIs)

Introduction

Until recently, legisiation and regulation have been the principal, and often
only, policy tools used by Canada and its major trading partners to achieve
environmental objectives by the private sector. As the challenges of the
transition to sustainable development have become better understood and the
limitations of regulations more apparent, the major stakeholders in
environmental protection have begun to develop and experiment with other
tools. These include economic instruments, such as taxes, subsidies and market-
based mechanisms, and a broad range of voluntary and non-regulatory
initiatives (VNRIs).

This section briefly describes the major VNRIs, their application and their
effectiveness in achieving environmental objectives. The following section will
explore the linkages between the VNRIs and trade competitiveness.

Background
For decades there has been criticism of the regulatory process from ail
stakeholders. Criticisms include: high cost, length of time to implement
adversarial approach, lack of effectiveness, static nature, and resulting
mnefficiencies. Now, with declining government resources, evidence of



ineffective in achievmng even margmnally acceptable results.1 A 1997 OECD
report, while acknowledgmng the value of Australia's use of voluntary
environmental programs, recommended greater use of ecoriomic instruments,
the development of more effective regulations and improved public access to
environmnental information. 2 Government's main problem with VNRIs is the
public's falth in regulations and its lack of trust i the corporate sector.

In spite of the shortcomings of regulations, environmental groups are leery of
approaches in which the governument plays a dimmzished role in favour of the
corporate sector. Believmng that environmental goals are weakened durmng
negotiations with business organizations, environmental groups prefer
legisiation and put the onus on VNRIs to prove that they are more effective
than legislation.3 The setting of tough goals, reporting, accountability,
transparency and verifiability are important to civil society.

The development of effective VNRIs requires the input of various key
stakeholders and an understanding of how VNRIs work with other tools to
achieve environmental, economic and social objectives.



The Range of VNRIs
VNRIs range from, completely voluntary initiatives such as environmental
reporting to legally binding agreements between government and industry in
which the voluntary aspects are restricted to how an objective is achieved, flot
whether. The taxonomy of tools, shown in the table, indicates the range of
VNRIs and where they are situated on the spectrum (accordmng to, the degree of
voluntarism) of approaches for environmental protection.

Environmental Protection Tools

Voluntary Environjnental
Challenges Management

Systems

ARET'
VCR2

NPPI
33/504

IS0 14001
BS 77505
EMAS6

Codes of
Practice,
Standards

Responsible
Care
ECR7

3M's 3P

Envirormental
Labels

Eco-label
Self-declared
Report card

Structured
Agreements

mou
Envtl. Perf.
Agreement
Covenant
Project )(L8

Economic
Instruments

Tax

Eniissions
trading

Reguations

Conunand &
Control
Prescriptive
Goal-based



VN'RIs. For example, a negotiated agreement may specify the use of a certified
environmental management system (EMS).

It in
es.

merely the i
challenges.

A PET
a multi-



Participation in ARET has reached a plateau and it is difficuit to attract new
participants. Environmental and labour groups had withdrawn from ARET by
1994. While there is officiai recognition of ARET, the program is flot well known
by the public, domestically or internationaily.

Vo/un tory Chall/e ng e an d RegiL try Program
Developed i 1995, the Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program (VCR)
becanie the core element of Canada's action program on climate change. The
original objective was to limit or reduce Canada's greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions to 1990 levels by 2000. It is a voluntary prograni which invites
Canadian organizatioris to express their intentions to participate and to develop
action plans to limit or reduce net GHG emissions. It provides somne recognition
to industry for early proactive action.

The action plans require goals and objectives from a 1990 baseline, current
emissions, a measurement system, and a commitment to review and improve
actions over time. Companies are required to produce progress reports.

The Voluntary Challenge and Registry has over 600 participants representing
over 70% of Canada's greenhouse gas emissions from business and industrial
sources. Over 300 organizations have submit±ed action plans. Some companies,
such as TransAlta and others, implemented their plans and went offshore to
develop offset projects (projects that absorb C02½) or less C02-intensive energy
projects. Canada is likely to miss its national GHG objectives by about 13% in
2000; but the deficiency camiot ail be attributed to VCR since it was to be only



environmental issues, IS0 14001 has captured international attention and will
be discussed here.

ISO014001
Usmng the British Standards lnstitute's BS 7750 and the Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme, IS0 developed the 14000 set of standards and guidelines, which
defines the core management system (ISO 14001), auditing procedures and
three sets of tools: life cycle assessment, performance evaluation and labeling.

-ISO 14000 requires contlnuous improvement but does flot specify particular
envlronmental performance. In the eyes of many environmentalists and
regulators, the lack of externally imposed performance standards, besides
compliance with domestic laws, limite the credibiflty of IS0 14001. Moreover,
with no common measurements, it will be difficult to make comparisons among
companies, especially if participation rates are low. Although flot in the
mandate of ISO 14001, the lack of recognition of social issues concerns the NGO
community.

In spite



undetermined number of companies, primarily North American, have
concluded that their EMSs are compiant with ISO014001 and have self-declared.

Because 150 14001 is new, its*environmental effectiveness is unknown. While
ISO014001 wiil help companies manage their environmental performance, the
lack of extemnally-imposed performance standards and common measurement
systems will necessitate other tools, including regulations, to ensure the
achievement of society's objectives. Developing an 150 14001-certifiable EMS
requires know-how, tine and money. In order for ISO014001 to work weil on a
broad scale internationaily, an enormous amount of capacity-buildmng will be
required, especially i smail and medium size companies and i developing
countries.9

Codes of Proctice
Code of practice refers to the numerous universal and sectoral guidance
documents and programs that are used by companies to manage environmental
performance. They are also used to signal to the market that the companies
involved are taking steps to go beyond regulation. They are flot ail equivalent
but have enough siniilarities to be grouped for the purposes of this work. They
include, for example, the International Chamber of Commerce Business Charter
for Sustainable Development: Principles for Environmental Management and
Responsible Care. Codes frequently require a sign-off, and sometimes an audit,
attesting to adherence. This section discusses Responsible Care.

Responsible Ca-eO
This is a systematic program for the management of chemicals and chemical
products. It includes a statement of policy, guidirig principles, a national
advisory panel, a chemical referral centre, a verification process, and six codes
of practice with 152 individual elements. Developed to help ensure the survival
of the Canadian chemical industry and to supplant potential legisiation,
Responsible Care relies on and complements legisiation. Although Responsible
Care is voluntary, it is a prerequisite for membership in the Canadian Chemical

tation.



"R&spoflsjMe Care is not a program, but an
etic. " George Werezac, Director, EHSB
and Public Affairs, Dow Chenuical
Canada hIc., at GLOBE 98.

Environmental Labeling
The principal objective of enviromunental labeling schemes is to allow the values
of consumers to be used as a market force to leverage domestic environmental
improvement.10

Being primnarily national appr,
develop criteria that address ih
developimg the scheme. Most

ýs that ar,

product can become thE



Eco-labels are of particular concern to developing countries because of their
dependence on exports, their general absence front the scheme development
process and their attention to different issues than the developed importing
countries.13 Trade issues are discussed i more depth i the next section.

En vironmental Profile Program (EPP/
This program was developed by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association to
satisfy customer and consumer needs for more and better information about the
environmental aspects of products and processes. Considered a Type III
Iabeling program, the EPP is operated by TerraChoice Environm-ental Services
ic. under a licensing arrangement witli the CPPA. At the core of the prograni

is the Environniental Profile Data Sheet (EPUS), a standardîzed reporting form,
which allows each mil to present the unique environmental profile of its
products while ensurmng consistency among ail mills. The information on the
EPDS is audited by a third party. The EPP is available for ail grades of market
pulp, paper, newsprint and paperboard. As of May 1998, the first six mills had
completed the EPDS process.

Covenants and Negotiated Agreements
Much has been written about covenants and negotiated agreements to achieve
environxnental objectives. Although flot identical, there are sItong similarities
between the two instruments. Both involve clear performance targets, a high
degree of transparency and a commitment from industry. The covenants
mndude sanctions.

The Dutch covenant process is an interesting case. Recognizmng that continuing
to add regulations was not likely to achieve required environmental objectives
and that it was reaily industry's responsibility to cut its own emissions, the
government of the Netherlands developed the covenant process as a policy
instrument. The National Environental Policy Plan 3 (NEPP 3), issued i late
1997, established quality objectives across a number of envirornental initiatives
with over 200 quantified targets. National emission objectives, based on the
NEPP form the background for industry objectives. Industry objectives are used
to establish individual company objectives. The covenants are contracts between
the goverriment and industry representatives and are legally binding under
civil law. The Dutch refer to "the stick behind the door", since the only really



work together in the process, minhnizing bureaucratic inefficiencies while
helping ensure that the objectives of each levèl are achieved, Companies are
required to develop environmental management systems whkch meet ISO 14
standards and to submit environmental plans which must be updated ait lea,ý
every four years. Plans anid annual reports are public documents.

The Dutch dedlare this tool to be a sucress. There arp cnvpn;inf wit4h NI% nf



*Absolute decoupling occurs when the environmental pressure reduces or at
least remaiuis constant while economic activities are increasing; L.e., economic
growth while the environinental pressure is falling.

"IDofasco's EMA is) an idea whose time
lias corne [and isj as close ta a zuin-win
situation as we are likely ta get."
Thomas McGuire, Dofasco.

"I a tirne of growi4ng urgency ta reduce
pollution, it appears that Voluntary
Envmronrnental Measures like the one
signed with Dofasco slow down cleanup.
For exarnpie, how qui ckl y wviIl Dofasco
dlean up PM10 particulates? How quickly
will it dlean up sorne parts of the seuerely
contarninated hwrbour?" The Gallon
Environrment Letter, Vol. 2, No. 10,
May 22, 1998. (email cibe@web.net).

Other VNRIs
Single-Company Programs
The best known company environmental program, is 3M's 3P program, on
pollution prevention. 3P has yielded hundreds of millions of dollars in savings,
a good environmental compliance record and international recognition. The 3M



construction is on the critical path ini the pharmaceutical ind*stry. The
advantages of XL encourage Merck to 1ivest li the USA rather than offshore.

'We've been telling the EPA for 19 yearw
thût they do not know ouT business. EPA
should set the goals and let usfigure out
how todo it.

andSaftyPolicy, Merck & C2o..

Seçtor-Speçific En vlt>nm entai Initiatives

Uriven l'y Eurpa cnsupiers and ENGO stakeholders, forest products
compniesaroun4 the. worl4 are undertaking a range of initiatives. The.
Canaianindustry, upder the auspices of the Canadian Sa dd Association

(CSA), developed national standards for sutiale forest manageet h
prograrncalls for a voIuntary systemn of registration based on adinctea
for sus nble forest maaement. No companies are yet cerii

"DeveIoping the CSA standard was venj compi ex.
Plie wor*ing gmt#p had to, get the hlspia

definition of sustainabilihy right and noprt



spectrum with initiatives such as envirornental reporting and mndustry codes
of practice. Environniental and social justice groups prefer the regulatory end
and some are willing to contemplate non-regulatory tools that are characterized
by clear performance measures, transparency, accountability and verifiability.17
Governments, faced with diminishing resources and with persistent requests for
improved efficiency and effectiveness in the delivery of environniental
protection, are ready to experiment further with tools involving devolution of
some activities to the private sector.

Although government and industry are the key architects and participants i
VNRIs, civil society has a strong interest in them. In Canada, the participation
of civil society usually merits serious consideration, consultation and, when
appropriate, active involvement.

It is beyond the scope of this report to describe how to design sucoessful VNRIs
and to definitively assess their effectiveness. The work of the Conference Board
of Canada and the New Directions Group as well as a number of other studies
are available for those purposes.

Participants i VNRIs should be aware of their legal implications, includmng the
slight risk that the effects of the VNRI could involve reduced efficiericy and anti-
competitive practices. 18
The principal criterion for environmental VNRIs must be effectiveness in
achieving agreed environmental objectives; however, their role in influencing
trade competitiveness is also an important consideration.

Conclusions
Innovation on VNRIs is still very active. Ini accepting sustainable development
as an important societal goal, environmental decision-makers are beginning to
appreciate the complexity and difficulty of the challenges. There is a growing
realization that traditional regulatory tools may not be the best ariproach to
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5.0 Linkages Between Trade Competitiveness
and VNRIs
The analysis in this section is intended to provide policy and decision-makers
with a better understanding of the effects of several important VNRIs on the
trade competitiveness of Canadian companies. It is also mntended to provide
similar insights regarding competitiveness in attracting foreign mnvestment
capital and in winning opportumties to mnvest and operate abroad.

The project team. developed case studies on a number of companies for whom
exporta and foreign investments are important and that have implemented
VNRIs. The case studies are problematic. First, many VNRIs are Young, some
with less than a year's experience. Second, in many cases where trade was flot
considered in the development of the VNRI, the companies are often unable to
quantify the effects of VNRIs on their trade competitiveness. Therefore the case
studies, although instructive, would benefit from a few more years of
experience.

While the analysis deals almost exclusively with VNRIs, it recognizes the roles
of other tools ini the development of an optimal mix to achieve enviromental
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management systems. If thîs is the case, there will likely be great reluctance on
the part of NGOs and governiments to place mucli faith in the standard.

Some companies embarkmng on ISO014001 see it as a cost of remaining
competitive, flot as an mnvestment in reducing waste and lost materials. So, the
marginal costs of adopting 150 14001 may cause some market shrinkge, but
there is no hard data to reach such conclusions at this time.

Given the high degree of interest in IS0 14001 from small trading nations, it is
apparent that IS0 14001 certification is expected to have significant effects on
the export prospects of individual companies. Singapore, Thailand and
Malaysia are very concerned that ISO014001 will be used as a trade barrier by
developed countries. According to 150 14001 consultants, much of their
certification business is coming out of Asia's small trading nations. Currently, it
appears that Europe and Japan will lead in the implementation of ISO014001
and put others on the defensive ini the battie for market share. Many
companies are getting ISO-certified so that "they don't fali behind."
Telecommunications equipment suppliers are benchmarking themselves against
the industry leader, Siemens, who is setting the pace with over 70 oertified
operations. One of Xerox's reasons for getting certified is to maintain
competitiveness, primarily against Japanese rivais like Canon. The japanese
auto-makers are moving ahead with 150 14001 and pushing their suppliers to,
do the saine, while the US Big Three, who are subscribing to 14001 themselves,
have given little signal to their supply chains.

It seems that the battle for share using ISO014001 may be more active in the
manufactured goods and high-tech end, than in primary products. The latter,
because of their heavy environmental impact, may need more credible tools to,
satisfy their stakeholders' demands for audited performance aitamet specific



market share. At the discretion of the purchaser, they become an essential
condition tc, supply.

"A lot of companies are goingfor ISO
14001 to protect their export position, even
going asfar back up the supplier chain as
the electricity producer. "
Unidentified comment in a GLOBE 98
session, March 19,1998.

One of the principal issues surrounding ISO 14001 is the extent to which it

becomes written into product and supplier specifications and perhaps into

legislation and regulation. This can be done by the private sector without

trouble froin the WIO. Korea has linked ISO 14001 registration to its

governinent procurement and purchasing policies. The UK is in the process of

doing so and others are expected to folloW.2 Because ISO 14001 deals with

PPMs, these goverrmient activities are likely to attract the attention of the

WrO, but it is not clear whether such initiatives run afoul of the WrO

Agreement on Goverrunent Procurement. In any case, a large number of WTO

members have not signed the Agreement and are not likely to in the medium

term.

Canada is trying to encourage contact between ISO and WTO in order to

address potential trade and environment linkages.3 The WTO's

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade and its annex, the Code of Good

Practice are two components of the WTO agreements that are relevant and

neither should have trouble with ISO 14001 EMS.

Given the level of interest and energy in ISO 14001, there is the possibility

that it, or a enhanced version, could eventually be written into general trade

rules in the sarne way it is now becoming linked to government procurement

allowing trade discrimination based on certification.

ISO 14001's impacts on trade competitiveness will depend on the extent to

which it becomes adopted as an international standard. Credibüity and an

enormous amount of capacity-building arpund the world are necessary for

broad adoption.4

Codes of Practice
The work on codes of practice in this project fécuses on Responsible Care, in

addition to a case on the Canadian Electricity AssociatioWs recently introduced

Environmental Commitinent and Responsibility (ECR) Prograrn. Unfike eco-

labels and envirorunental management systems, codes of practice are usually

developed to, address fundamental issues in a business. They are not developed

with trade competitiveness as a high priority. The Canadian chemical industry

believes that Responsible Care has negfigible direct effect on trade

competitiveness or investments in spite of its acknowledged success and its

presence in about 40 countries.

Trode compeffleness ond Non-Regukitoty Approaches to Environmentel Proteeon 50



However, there are important indirect effects on competitiveness, such as lower
costs, getting a head start on ISO 14001 and the benefits of product
stewardship.6&7 Experience with Responsible Care provides members with a
structure around which to build a formalized environmental management
system, such as ISO 14001, which may become a condition for business in some
markets. Responsible Care has also proven a real advantage to companies that
market their technology around the world. Environment, health and safety
attributes built into the technology and included i the training, start-up, post-
commissioning and auditing services offered, are an important part of the
marketing package of companies like Novacor.8 Lastly, the CCPA believes that
the adherence of high standards around the world facilitates trade in chemicals.

The project tested the hypothesis that membership in Responsible Carecould be
relevant in facilitating Canadian investment and operation overseas. Methanex
discounted the relevance of Responsible Care regarding its investments in Chile
and New Zealand.9 However, Bayer Rubber, CXY Chemicals and Sterling Pulp
Chemicals have credited their efforts under Responsible Care as one reason for
receiving approvals, either from global headquarters or host communities to
build new plants.1O

Canadian leadership in Responsible Care has enabled its companies to exercise
more influence abroad than would have been the case without the ProRram.

as a



"My expectation is that the tECRJProgram
will present the opportunity to be used

as a marketing tool or to gain trade advantage.
I know t/uit Hydro Québec lias alreadil



that "eco-label schemnes are increasingly based on life cycle analysis and, more
specifically, production related criteria".16 The GATT does flot allow
goverrnents to discrimninate amnong imports on the basis of PPMs. So far, there
is no consensus in the WTO that this should be changed.17 Consumners and
purchasers can discriminate, as can voluntary schemes.

Mutual recognition and equivalency among eco-Jabeling schemes,
particularly those using international standards, should be effective concepts
to niinimize potential trade effects of eco-labels. Canada's Environental
Choice Prograru is mnvolved in the Global Eco-Labeling Network to advance
such concepts but they are at early stages of development.

Although Canada's Environental Choioe Program is said to have a high
profile internationally, trade effects are largely theoretical at this point.
Companies should flot count on the Environmental Choice logo to boost exports
fromn Canada in the near future.

The Canfor case illustrates the value of the Environmental Profile Data Sheet.
Some pulp and paper customers in Europe have signaled that suppliers should
submnit EPDSs in order to retain or win business. To the extent that pulp and
paper purchasers insist on the EPDS, it could have substantial implications for

will be
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The Electrolux case (flot developed in this report) is still being played out as
American manufacturers supply Germans with fridges containing HCFCs after
Electrolux voluntarily abandoned the market on principle.

Conclusions
There are important linkages between VNRIs and trade competitiveness.
Participants ini many VNRIs anticipate enhanced market shares due to
improved cost-competitiveness, ini some cases, and to improved reputation in
their markets. There is littie proof of this but it does drive participation ini many
VNRIs.

Voluntary challenges typically have marginal impacts on trade because of low
international recognition and credibility. This is flot surprising since these
initiatives are usually of a national scope.

Just as improved environ-mental performance is important, so is the ability to
display that performance with a range of recognized tools, such as eco-labels
and management system standards. Canfor's Envirorimental Performance Data

ývant
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21 Conversation with Dorothy Bowers, Mardi 19, 1998, Vice President Envîronmiental&
Safety Policy, Merck & Co.



6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
The research for this report addressed three objectives:
1. To identify trade implications of a range of non-regulatory initiatives as they

have been applied to date and to assess the nature and significance of these
trade impacts.

2. To examine emerging environmental and related risks which may have
impacts on the export performance of Canadian industry.

3. To identify opportunities for the strategic application of non-regulatory



?t Opportunifies
itation of an in-house environmental program or industry code of
!ad to new market opportunities. CF Hotels' Green Partnership
ired an eco-tourism initiative in cooperation with some of CPH's
itdes. Body Shop Intemnational's ethics of fair trade and community
have led to a number of new product Uines sourced out of
iuntries. Interface's drive for eco-efficiency led the company to
ýr-covering service in the form of leased carpet tiles as an
selling carpets.

;Environmental aind Related Risks and Opportuities
the emergmng risks and opportunities to the export performance of
ustry, the research discovered important developments beyond
tormally be considered "environmental and related" risks. The
;sed the implications of a number of developments in the trade-
VNRI arena, includini leadershir, eovernment vrocurement and



imnportig market without mutual recognition for labels'in other countries.
Another would be governments developing procurement procedures based on a
single criteria or without reference to any proper process on environm~enta1

Sonltary and Pytasanay Standards (SF5]
The ncrasin us of PS arrersi a concerrn to Canadian exoer of

Canada's current beef hormone dispute with the EU hsdragged on for many
vears and is flkev to continue into 1999.



As th E!ctricity industry 15 deregulated, there is a growmng niche market for
*gy smnce consumers are now being given the ability to choose their
ppliers, even over the mntegrated grid. This trend represents
s for some large hydro, small hydro and bio-mass generators in
oeil as risks for generators associated with social and environmental

7d Production Method ('PPM/-Based Crtferla
lie next five years it is unlikely that the WTO will. allow the use
ýd criteria to determine standards used in goverrnent purchasÎng
is. In the longer term, however, one could speculate that such. a
ake place, if developmng country members drop their opposition to
'Ms. Such a ruling would be designed to prevent the ready creation
ist trade barriers, but would surely bring out the creativity i those
i to erect them.

>portunities for Canada
identified opportunities for Canadian industry, i generalto apply
gicaily to mitigate the risks and enhance competitive positioning



abroad.



Ini view of the high degree of interest i the ISO 14000 series of standards and
guidelines, i particular the interest i the ISO014001 Envirornental
Management System standard outside North America, it would be prudent to
assess the extent to which Canadian industry sectors are taking these tools
seriously. The assessment should determmne where and why the tools are flot
being pursued. Further, the assessment should, in particular, examine the
nature of existing and potential responses among small and medium size
enterprises.

Efficiency
It is important that Canada objectively benchniarks itself against the leaders
i the development and optiniization of VNRIs. Business associations and
provincial and federal departments responsible for industrial competitiveness
should be instrumentai in supporting policy development research to ensure
that Canada has efficient tools for environmental protection and trade
competitiveness. In this work it would be appropriate to consider a range of
tools, indluding economic instruments, regulations and VNRIs.

Precise To o/s
Canadian companies, and their associations should develop more precise,

iuse of their



Case Stvçdies
The case studies have been prepared Icrgely from company maferi anid from

interviews with compcriy personnel. information hcis not been verified with a

third party.

Aiccin

Background
Akcan is the parent of a worldwide gro1up of copne nvolved in aUl stages of the aluni
industrv. With overations and sae fisin somne 30 cutis, the Alcaii Group is the r



emissions generated mnclude dust fluorides, suiphur oxides, nitrogen oxides, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and perfluorocarbons <PFCs). Besides the management of air
emissions, smelting involves environmental aspects such as water effluent and solid waste.

A final activity is aluminumn rolling, where sheets (ingots) from the smelting process are
reduced in thickness. Envirorimental aspects ini rolling include minimizing waste and
eliminating hazardous chemicals.

Voluntary and Non-Regulatory Initiatives (VNRIs)
Underlying Alcan's environmental commitment are two major voluntary components: a global
Environmental Management System (EMS) and Product Stewardship. The company's
commitment to continual environmental improvement bas been accomplished through the
interaction of employees, suppliers, customers, consumers and governments.

Alcan's EMS is a top down approach, where the president and chief executive officer, along
with four outside directors, comprise the Environment Committee of the Board of Directors.
The Environment Committee reviews envirorimental policy and management programs,
monitors the effectiveness of the systems in place, and evaluates management's plans and long
terni objectives. To accomplish these objectives, each plant identifies and establishes its
environmental priorities within the framework of the corporate EMS.

Product Stewardship is another important strategic voluntary initiative at Alcan. The company
believes Product Stewardship will help address global environmental concerns because it
encourages industry and other stakeholders to work with each other to solve problenis
associated with product systeme. Its basic principle calls for organizations to assume
responsibility for their products froni design to disposal. This second commitment ensures that
products, in every stage of their life cycle, makes the most of the inherent environmental value



what is an environmentally sound product could have potential impacts on Akcan's
competitiveness arnd its exporte.

Alcan's exporte comprise about 85% of their total production capacity. The company's direct
competitors are other aluminum companies at home and abroad. However, significant
competition cornes from susiueproducts such as steel, platc, glass and to a lesser extent
paper.

lrwtead of positioning itself directly against its competitors, Akcan prefers to dmntrate the



Alcan Aluminium Limited, Environmental Report, April 1997.
Alcan Aluminium Limited, Annual Report, 1997.



Benzidine Dyes

Background
In use since the late nineteenth century, benzidine is an organic chemical used
predominantly in the production of dyes. It has been used as an intermediate in the
manufacture of benzidine-based dyes for the leather, textile and paper industries. There
are approximately 45 to 50 benzidine dyes currently in commerce worldwide.



There were a few trade and mnvestment related effects associated with the initiative.
Principal aniong these was the fact that European companies using dyes for their
products, such as leather, began importing benzidine dyes since the focus was on

7-dine dyes in



The Canadion Electricity Association

Background
The Canadian Electricity Association (CEA) is the industry association
electric utility industry. The Association also includes many compamiei
in the electrlcity business.

The CEA comprises thfrty-three corporate utility members. Together, t
account for 95 ver cent of Canada's inçtalt-d oené-rafinc' ranaritv CFA



to, reduce the adverse effects of the business
to be accountable to stakeholders
to ensure that utility employees understand the environmental implications of their
actions and have the knowledge and skill to make the right decisions.

ures (e.g., public reporting of environinental performance)
Iy available report on environmental performance) are
se principles. These enviromunental elements are to l'e
itinual improvement" on the envirornent. WhiIe no cross-
iprovement targets have been established, it is believed that
is member utilities become acculturated to measuring

l'y their Chief
tation of the



A number of the larger provincial utilities export electricity to, the US including Hydro
Québec, Manitoba Hydro and BC Hydro. Some rough estimates suggest that exports; of
électricity to the US account for between 15 and 25 per cent of the total revenues of these
companies.



DIA of the state of Oregon. DIA bas recentIy launched a challenge against BC Hydro's
right to export power to the US through the Commission for Environmental
Cooperation - the commission established as part of the NAFIA to address such issues.
DIA is argumng that since BC Hydro spends far less than it does on research mnto
electricity-related development impacts on salmori ini the Columbia River, it should not
be permitted to bid against DIA for US contracts. BC Hydro's counter-argument is that
despite significant spending over the Iast 15 years, BIA has flot been able to solve the
problem of how to get salmon over the larger of the dams on the Columbia.

Conclusions
The ECR Program positions CEA utility members to improve their performance on the
environment. The need to improve performance on environment is motivated by
imperatives to improve credibility, erihance efficiency and boister competitiveness.



Canfor

Background
Canfor Corporation is a Canadian integrated forest products company based in Vancouver. It
operates manufacturfig facilities i BC and Alberta and operates a lumber remanufacturing
plant i Washington. The company, together with its affiliates, employs approximately 5,600
people.

Canfor produces a wide range of forest products, based primarily on wood harvested from
publicly owned forest lands, under a variety of tenure agreements. The company is a major
producer and supplier of lumber and bleached kraft puli,. It also Produces semixn chd and



Most recently, and substantially on the international front the Canadian forest products
mndustry has been confronted by international envirornental campaigns launched by non-
governinent organizations such as Greenpeace. A particularly noteworthy example is the
current campaign by Greenpeace and other environinental NGO's, advocating European
boycotts of Canadian companies mnvolved in the harvesting of old-growth forests situated
along the mid-coast of BC (Canfor is flot engaged in activity i this region, but in common with
other companies operating along the coast may receive some residual wood chips that
originated in the area). In 1998, Greenpeace has been successful in getting some Western
Buropean companies to stop purchasing dissolvmng pulp from one Western Canadian company
and lumber from others.

Many in the forest products industry are watching the Greenpeace issue closely. There is a
widespread belief, borne out by statements from the ENGO community, that the attention,
currently focused on one localized region, if successful, would spread to other areas of BC and
Canada and would involve a greater number of companies.

Canfor believes that these types of issues cail for increasingly effective communications. The
company senses that the old-growth issue will be around for as long as companies are
harvesting original forests that Greenpeace and other ENGO's would like to see preserved, no
matter how well companues manage the forestry activity. At the saine time, companues note an
important role for communications and public participation to address concerns in this and
other areas.

Voluntaiy and Non-Regulatory Initiatives (VNRIs)
Canfor has demonstrated a high-degree of pro-activity on, and commitment to, environinental
management. During Canfor's early efforts to react to concerns raised by cothers regarding
bleaching and harvesting practices, the company recognized the need to adopt a proactive
approach to performance on the environment Since that time, Canfor lias worked to lead



Among the initiatives of which the company is most proud are:
" leadership and participation in an industry-led Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

process resulting in the development of a voluntary standard for sustainable forest
management (CSA Z809-96)

* participation in an International Organization for Standardization (IS0) process to deVE
an international forest management standard

" registration of ail of its pulp and paper operations to IS0 14001
" a Life Cycle Asseasment of its business activities
" use of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association's Envirornental Profile Data Sheet

According to Canfor, the CSA standard, which was published in late 1996, is of a type "the
likes of which does not exist anywhere else in the world" (Bradley). The development of th,
standard indluded a "huge" multistakeholder involvement comportent - bigger than that 1
any other CSA process. The resuit is a comnvrehensive standard that industrv ronçids-rç



the development of eco-labels and government policy, both ini Canada and elsewhere,
PAPRICAN has since assigned two staff to this subject area and has become quite
knowledgeable in the field.

Canfor is also makmng use of a reporting form recently developed by the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association (CPPA) to track and communicate on environmental performance. This
form, known as the Environmental Profile Data Sheet (EPDS), is a voluntary, standardized
reporting form that provides product-specific environmental information that must be verified
by an independent third party. The main objective of the EPDS is to satisfy customer and
consumer needs for more and better information about environmental aspects of products. The
CPPA initiated this program with a view to helping set the international standard for this type
of environniental label. Three of Canfor's mills are the first in Canada and the world to
complete and distribute Environmental Profile Data Sheets for their products.

Canfor, on the basis of annual capital environmental expenditures, such as $13.2 million in
1997, has achieved many environmental. performance sucoesses over the last number of years.
Among those reported on in its most recent Environment Report are:
" reduction of GHGs to a level below the voluntary international target for the year 2000
" substantial gains in the efficiency of energy and water use
* improved utilization of sawmill wood residues in alternate products and as fossil fuel

replacements
" major reductions in waste generation through the use of comprehensive recycling programs

for waste ofi, filters, solvents, anti-freeze, batteries and tires

Effects of VNRIs on Trade and Investment
Canfor suggests that it is difficult to quantify the effects of its VNRIs on competitiveness, trade
and mnvestment. Most notably, the company indicates that it is hard to find dollar values to



E!ntional wisdom often weighs more heavily in the minds of
a (e.g., dialogue with environmental groups rather than
nfor "get the piece of business that it wants, rather than the
,ve taken away the choice piece" (Bradley).

connuct witm
piece that is 1
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erivironmental practices, environmental arguments will gain a stronger role in developing
competitive advantage.

Canfor is a good example of a company mn the foreet products sector that is recognizmng a
growing relationship between VNRIs and trade competitiveness. As the market demands more
accountability fromn this sector, comparues can leverage environment for international business.

References
Mike Bradley, Director, Technology, Pulp and Paper Marketing, Canfor Corporation.



Canadian Pacific Hotels
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organic waste - a hutge environmental consideration for this industry - at ail of its
facilities.

inizational capacity to deliver

in this a



ig evidence that "environmental management" is figuring in consumer
7hich hotel to stay at. CPH has reoeived many guest comment cards
.stomers are happy to see that the chamn has the Green Partnership
is also received queries from international groups who indicated that
stay at a CP Hotel if it had a strong environmental policy. Staff indicate
with large group meetings, environmental. considerations "rare
irt of the consumer's decision makmng process. Some months ago, a
>up requested that Toronto's Royal York Hotel send. thein a copy of the
-nental program. Most recently, the CPH's Waterfront Centre Hotel in
elected for the international meeting of the Asia Pacific Economic
ich included high profile delegates froin around the Asia-Pacific region,
e because of CPH's environinental prograin. CPH anticipates that their
friendly golf course management program may play a role in securing



Kraft Canada



As with all Philip Morris companies, Kraft has an operations manual that guides
environmental managers on compliance and above-compliance performance. This
manual addresses such items as environmental management systems, waste
management, emergency planning, training and education, regulated materials
management, packaging and labeling requirements, resource conservation, and
supplier procedures and standards.

Kraft tracks its performance on the environment through regular assessments and
audits and periodicaUy reviews and updates its environmental objectives. Third-party
audits have been among the instruments employed to evaluate facility compliance and
performance improvement.

Voluntary and Non-Regulatory Initiatives(VRNIs)
Kraft Canada's participation in the Canadian National Packaging Protocol (NPP) has
been among its most notable voluntary actions on the environment. While Kraft Canada
is involved in a variety of VNRI initiatives, this case studv focuses on Kraft Canada and



Kraft Canada's initiatives on addressing the envirotimental. effects of packçaging have
been motivated by three factors. First, Kraft lias sought to reduice costs by eIimiinating
waste and. inefficiency. Second, Kraft has worked to respond to consumer demand for
increaig convenience through imnproved packaging. Third, the company wishes to
maintain a "gQ94 cQrporate citizen approach" to environmentalmage nt

According to Kraft Canada, managinig packaging waste effectively is a requirement for
cutting costs and remaining competitive in the food mnanufacturing irndustry. en
more cost-effective, responinig to consuer needs and ocrs n4anann
positiv>e corpç>rate imagearpe goals shared, toa greter or lese egree, by al of~ Kfs
compatitors. If Kraft were to manage its packaging waste ineffectively, it c<auld put, tself
at a competitive disadvantage relative ta other companies.



Nortel <Northern Telecom)

rs worldwide to design, build, and integrate digital
entertainment, education, and business. Nortel has
including 40 research and manufacturing facilities as well as
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Nortel lias also set corporate environmental targets for the year 2000 as follows (base
year is 1993):

" Reduce pollutarit releases by 50 percent.
" Reduce solid wastsent rdsosal y percent
" Reduce paper purchases by 30 percent.
" Ixnprove overail energy efficiency by 10 percent.



Overail, the product take-back agreements, as well as other company environniental
initiatives, enable Nortel to improve its competitiveness and trade position through:

*obtaining access to competitive bid situations;
*building better customner relationships;
*making customers more successful and sustainable;
*working more efficiently withmn Nortel's own manufacturing process.

An exaniple of efficiencies gained within Nortel is the company's elimination of ozone-
depleting chloro-fluorocarbon-113 solvent. The company devised a completely new
manufacturing process which eliminated the need for cleaning. For a $1 million
investment, the company gained $4 million in savings over a three-year period.

Conclusions
Nortel's environniental initiatives appear to be well-integrated into overail company
strategy. The company lias realized cost efficiencies through its environmental
initiatives. Also, the marketplace is driving certain developments such as producer



Philips Electronics N.V.

Background
Philips is a multinational company headquartered in the Netherlands, and has
activities i approximately 60 countries. The company was founded in 1891 and
its main sectors of activity are lighting, components, consumer electronics,
professional electronics, software and services, and semiconductors. Philips
administers 60,000 patent rights and its annual expenditure on Research &
Development is approximately 7% of sales. Philips employs 265,100 people
worldwide and has revenues of 66 billion guilders.

This case study highlights competitiveness and trade impacts of Philips' overail
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bas had significant recognition for their program, and as a resuit there has been
extensive interest - particularly from Japanese and Korean companies. Some
major competitors i the consumer electronics fild have copied Philips' program.

Although Phlips' environmezital policy has brought the company benefits,
challenges exist. One such challenge is the issue of produoer responsblt for the
end of life situation of their products. This approach is being implemented in
certain European countries (e.g., Germauy, Austria, Sweden anid the
Netlierlands). Producere in these countrles must dea1 wlth the loitô fr taking
old products bac from consiumers or retailers and disassembllng the products.
An additlonal fee charged to the consumier to cover these costs leads to a level
playing field issu~e wbere a "grey markçet" or"parallel imports", occur ofusinilar
products with no disposal fée (this is psile because there are no checks at
borders within Europe).



than specific product-related characteristics, however the company believes that
the overail effect is significant.

A further example of this "recognition" and branding factor is Philips' activities
i Poland. Philips has established sites in Poland, taking over former Polish

factories. The company lias started an environniental improvement prograni
which lias given Philips major recognition ail over the country i ternis of their
brand position.

References
Henk de l3ruin, Head, Corporate Environniental and Energy Office, Philips N.



Suncor
Background
Suncor Energy Inc. is a growing integrated Canadian energy company with assets
of $2.8 billion, production of approximately 120,000 barrels of oil-equivalent per
day, and refined product sales of 85,000 barrels per day. The company has over
2,400 employees and has been active in Canada for over 75 years.
In Fort McMurray, Alberta, Suncor's Oil Sands business mines and upgrades oil
sands and markets refinery feedstocks and transportation fuels. In 1996, average
Oil Sands production was 77,600 barrels per day. Production is expected to increase
to 210,000 barrels by 2002. The Sunoco division produces and retails gasoline and
other refined products.



approximately 12% above 1990 levels. Emissions per unît of production are 31%
below 1990 emission levels.

Suncor has recently undertaken activities i alternate and renewable energy.
specifically with the funding of wind-power facilities in Alberta. It announced its
in volvement in a major ramn forest conservation project in Belize in partnership
with the U.S. Nature Conservancy to provide carbon sequestration offsets. The
Belize project has been approved by the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation and
by the Belize government as a carbon sequestration project. In early 1998 the
company negotiated a significant emissions trading deal with a U.S. electricity
generator, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation.

Effects of VNRIs on Trade and Investment
Suncor is i the early stages of "going international" with its growth plans A first
investment is i an oul shale project in Australia. The project is a joint venture
involving a $275 million demonstration plant to produce 4,500 barrels per day
(bpd) of crude oil, followed, if successful, by an expansion to 85,000 bpd within 10
vears. The successful develoiment of oil shale devends on both Suncor's technical
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3M Canada
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future as a condition of domng business. Third, both Canada and the USA have
pushed for reductions in VOC emissions to air domestically through various
initiatives, including regulation.

Voluntaiy and Non-Regulatory Initiatives (VNRJs)
Over 20 years ago 3M established its internationally-recognized Pollution
Prevention Pays (3P) program which has been a core component of its
environmental strategy. It encourages prevention of pollution at the source,
eliminating potential environental problems and avoiding the expense of
cleaning up pollution or treating it after the fact. Employees worldwide have
developed more than 4,400 pollution prevention projects, eliminating about
711,000 tonnes of air, water and solid waste pollutants while saving more than
$US790 million.

For 3M globally, the 3P Program and its objectives are voluntary. For 3M Cana(
participation and progress in the 3P Program are important performance
measures. The 3P Program has delivered some impressive results over the yeai
at 3M Canada:

*Reduced total air emissions by 76 per cent between 1990 and 1997, aiming towa
a 90 per cent reduction this decade, often by reformulating products and makin
manufacturing changes to eliminate the use of solvent altogether.

*Reduced wastes released to air, land and water by 43 per cent between 1990 am~
1997.

*Re-duced waçti o"ent-ration bu 53 nwr rp-nt- an a npr cent of rwdurt nrndll-pd
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TransAlta Corporation

Background
Headquartered in Calgary, TransAlta is an energy company operating in Canada, New
Zealand, Australia, Argentina and the USA. A major supplier of electricity in Alberta,
the company has interests in gas and electricity distribution, independent generation,
energy services and energy marketing. TransAlta corporation employs over 2,000
people and has assets of $4.6 billion, revenues of $1.6 billion earning of about $185
million.
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Xerox Corporation

Background
Headquartered in the US and employing 87,000 worldwide, Xerox has revenues of
$US17 billion and net income of $1.2 billion. Its products and services are designed to
help customers master the flow of information from paper to electronic form and back
again. The Xerox customer is anyone who uses documents - large and small
companies, public agencies and universities and businesses run from home. Some of its
off-shore operations are not wholly-owned. Xerox serves a highly competitive global
market of about $US200 billion growing at 10% per year.
Xerox is the first major US corporation to regain market share after losing it to Japanese
competitors.
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Since 1993, Rank Xerox's remanufacturing and waste minimization programs haveresulteti i an 80% wastestream recydling rate, 67% iess waste going to laniflil, andisubstantial savings due to reductions in raw material purdiases.

Xerox operations have receiveti numerous important awards i Europe and North
America for superior environniental performuance.

Effects of VNRIs on Trade and Invsm
With dispre mnfactui andi asmly operations, the ability to ithi ge partsan~d excpo4 f1ial produets is critical to success. For example, Xerox Canada exports over

90%of tsdocmen hndlrsand its toner cartritiges, pialyto affiliates forassembly andi sale, but also to re-sellers. The US acuts for about half of Xerox
Corporation's revenues.
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